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Introduction

• Our history
• Who we are & why do we exist?
• Curriculum, what does the research say?
• What are the features of membership & what 

are the benefits of joining?
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Presentation Notes
In 2010, following the abolishment of the GTC, questions where asked about why there wasn’t a Royal College of Teaching like other sectors such as medicine, science and chartered institutions like physiotherapy and accountancy.What being chartered means is that the profession is awarded a Royal Charter. A Royal Charter is an instrument of incorporation, granted by The Queen, which confers independent legal personality on an organisation and defines its objectives, constitution and powers to govern its own affairs. Our charter grants us the powers to:(i)         to establish and promote respected standards of teaching practice;(ii)        to establish a competent board of assessors to accredit members against such standards;(iii)       to establish a code of professional conduct for members with which they shall comply;(iv)      to engage with and to promote research and study concerned with the development of teaching, learning and assessment and to publish material concerned therewith in hard copy or electronic form;(v)        to organise, or assist others in organising, relevant courses and events;(vi)       to provide examinations and assessments of courses and qualifications in areas of interest to the College;(vii)      to create and maintain a Register of Chartered practitioners in teaching (registrants in which may, subject to the Bye laws, use the title ‘Chartered Teacher’ and the designatory letters ‘CTeach’), whether separately or in association with one or more other organisations, and to establish such conditions of registration as may be desirable;(viii)     to license organisations to admit individuals to the said Register, regulate their conduct and remove them from it subject to such conditions as the College shall decide;(ix)       to promote the formation of organisations, whether charitable or not, for the purpose of any of the objects of the College and to assist such organisations as necessary in the fulfilment of their objects, and to merge with relevant charitable educational organisations if the College should so decide;(x)        to make provision for lectureships, bursaries, prizes and grants, and to award Honorary Fellowships, Honorary Memberships and other distinctions of the CollegeOrganisations such at the PTI, College of Teachers DFE, TDT and SSAT produced a blueprint of how to achieve a Royal College of Teaching. The Chartered College of Teaching was opened in January 2017 with grant funding from the DFE. 



Who are we?

The professional and Chartered body 
for all teachers and leaders who want 
to work in a more effective, informed 

way.
23,000 members

Our vision:
Teachers are working in the most effective, informed way to 
provide the best possible education for children and young people 
now, and in the future.

Our mission:
Connect, inform & inspire teachers
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Presentation Notes
*make sure to mentionTeachers taking control of pedagogyTeacher led national movement for changeWhen you are 5, you believe you can change the world. As a profession we have so much expertise we can listen to. As adults, we can loose the sense that we can do something collectively. We need the passion of young people but for ourselves. In order to drive learning, pedagogy etc we need to harness this passion. How do we harness this energy we have have as youngsters as a profession?



https://youtu.be/Cqr30k-pJZM
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When you are 5, you believe you can change the world. As a profession we have so much expertise we can listen to. As adults, we can loose the sense that we can do something collectively. We need the passion of young people but for ourselves. In order to drive learning, pedagogy etc we need to harness this passion. How do we harness this energy we have have as youngsters as a profession?
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Our Chief Executive

Professor Dame Alison Peacock
DBE, DL, Dlitt

Previously Executive Headteacher
Wroxham Primary School

Author, Learning without Limits
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Presentation Notes
Dame Alison has a real vision for the teaching profession and truly believes that we should work together to share practice and further the vision of a truly school-led system. She has been a teacher all her life.



The medical sector

BMA, 
DDPU,  
MPU 
(trade 
union)

Royal 
Colleges

The 
Department 
for Health

DoctorsUniversities 
& hospitals

Pay and 
conditions

Expertise & 
Professional 
knowledge

Public money
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Explain that the medical sector has their own Royal Colleges to establish and promote respected standards of their specialist area



The education sector

NEU, 
ASCL, 
NAHT, 
Voice

The 
Department 

for 
Education

TeachersUniversities & 
schools

Pay and 
conditionsPublic money 

Pedagogy, professional 
knowledge & expertise
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The Chartered College’s royal charter permits us to establish and promote respected standards of teaching practice



The education sector

NEU, 
ASCL, 
NAHT, 
Voice, 

NASUWT

Chartered 
College of 
Teaching

The 
Department 

for 
Education

TeachersUniversities 
& schools

Pay and 
conditionsPublic money 

Pedagogy, professional 
knowledge & expertise
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Our theory of change



Powerful opportunities

• Professional courage to make informed 
decisions

• Change of culture, from competition to 
collaboration

• Opportunity for self led professional 
development

• Improve pupil outcomes by doing what actually 
works

• Decreasing workload
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Presentation Notes
Gives you the professional courage to challenge decisions, make better informed choices for pupil learning as well as our own



Curriculum

What are schools for? (Young, 2011)
Knowledge for all and not just the high achievers

Curriculum is all about power (Counsell, 2018)

To suggest that knowledge is less important than 
skills is to ignore the way in which our 
knowledge changes us, including our curiosity 
and capacity for new knowledge.



Curriculum

Knowledge Vs Skills? (Oates, 2018)



Membership prices
Student Teachers

Free

Member (NQT) 

£36 pear year

Member 

£45 per year

Fellow

Teachers and leaders with 10+ years experience, there is a nomination and 
application process

£85 per year
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Presentation Notes
Direct debits, spreading the cost monthly will be announced in October. This is 3 pounds per month.



Benefits of being a Member

• being up to date in your knowledge of evidence-
informed practice and active demonstration to your 
commitment to the teaching profession

• gaining high-quality career development 

• improve pupils outcomes and lessening workload by 
engaging with the latest in evidence-informed practice

• contribute to raising the status of the profession in line 
with other sectors

• have the opportunity to share practice and learn from 
fellow teachers across the country, whilst also being 
recognised for your expertise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits



Features of Membership

Be connected. Be informed. Be inspired.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 main features to membershipCPD events across the country. The resources to run your own.Impact, peer reviewed journal, a place to read the latest in what effective teaching and learning looks likeMy college, an online platform to develop your teaching and learning.Networks, online and face to face. Learn from colleagues across the teacher.



Peer-reviewed journal.

Impact is the termly, peer-reviewed journal 
of the Chartered College, connecting 

research findings to classroom practice, with 
a focus on the interests and voices of 

teachers and educators. 

• Research and evidence
• Assessment
• Science of learning
• Effective learning: skills and knowledge
• Curriculum design

• Peer reviewed, award winning
• Guest editors, Professor Dylan Wiliam
• Opportunity for teachers to be published

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our peer reviewed, award winning journal informs teachers are research findings in a digestible way that they can use in their classrooms. It is themed every term and is in a print format.



CPD packs.

High quality, evidence-informed professional 
development packs for individuals and whole school 

CPD sessions

• Based from articles from Impact and The Profession

• Released termly, part of developing a huge resource bank of 
professional development materials

• Videos, articles, PowerPoint, key words and session plans ]
• metacognition, oracy, developing effective learners, growth 

mind set, attainment grouping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For each edition of the journal, we deliver professional development back around articles in the journal. Titles include, metacognition, oracy, developing effective learners, growth mind set, attainment grouping



Journal clubs.

Teacher journal clubs are a model of professional 
development

• Teachers meet to discuss journal articles addressing key issues 
of practice

• Plan, implement and evaluate changes to their practice based 
on these discussions

• Many schools around the country are already running their 
own journal clubs

• We provides a suite of resources and articles to support 
schools in setting up and running their own journal clubs



My College.

Online platform to develop your teaching and learning.

• Windows into classroom, videos and writing
• Sharing resources, evidence, blogs, book reviews, practice
• Research digests and reviews
• University of Bristol document summary service
• Online copy of Impact, dialogue with fellow members
• Online learning units
• 30% discounts from the publishers SAGE, Crown House, 

Routledge, Bloomsbury and John Catt

Presenter
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Windows into classrooms….see what is in pupils books, what are they saying, chance for teachers to shout from the rooftops about the difference they are makingThis was launched in September 



Professional pathways and 
Chartered Teacher 
programme

• Autonomy for teachers to audit and pick their own 
development opportunities 

• Quality assured

• Affordable

• Working with experts, subject associations, 
learned societies, unions

• Rigorous assessment leading to CTeach status
Chartered Teacher programme

• Flexible across contexts and specialisms

• Cohort-based, providing learning community

• Reaccreditation to maintain status

• Building it with the profession and members

• Signposting of relevant CPD opportunities



Attract, develop and retain

Over 120 schools have purchased memberships for their 
staff. Get in touch for information on possible discounts.

Benefits:
• Attract new teachers by showcasing your commitment 

to their professional learning
• Retain staff by investing in their professional 

development
• Offer individuals opportunities to lead their own 

development based on their needs
• Tools to deliver whole-school CPD

Group membership.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discounts are available for large orders.



Joe Treacy
Jtreacy@chartered.colle
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